Compose Beam
®

Spine-Based Workspaces
The nature of work is changing at an exceedingly fast pace, producing new business
challenges that affect where and how people work. Today’s workspaces must be
versatile, supporting collaboration and communication, as well as individual work.
Compose Beam is a freestanding, light-scale, spine-based system solution that provides
the versatility and functionality people desire for today’s workstyles and the everchanging work environment.
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Unique, Contemporary Workspaces
Compose Beam creates an environment where people can—and want
to—do their best work. Its freestanding construction uses a beam
structure and uniquely designed, independent legs to create a lighterscale, contemporary aesthetic people are drawn to. An efficient way to
optimize open plans, Compose Beam provides workspaces, essential
tools, power, and connectivity to individuals, while encouraging team
collaboration and communication.

Features
Utilizing the flexibility of a spine-based system, Compose Beam
optimizes open plans with a variety of workstation options that cater
to the diverse needs of today’s workstyles, while offering a clean,
contemporary design.
Light-scale beam design – Uses an 8”-high beam, providing a nonpanel solution with reduced materiality and a more open feel.
Configuration flexibility – Independent, off-modular beam allows
freestanding tables, fixed surfaces, and screens to be placed at any
point, then added or removed as needed.
Independent legs – T-leg and A-frame leg options create an
appealing, contemporary aesthetic with an even lighter-scale,
open appearance.
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Spine-Based Workspaces

Freestanding system – Compatible with a variety of accessories,
storage, tools, and worksurfaces—including height-adjustable
tables—Compose Beam functions alone or as a centerpiece for a
cohesive floorplate, with complementary elements used around it
as needed.
Easy power and data access – Enables people to plug into essential
technology, at a convenient location along the beam, without
disrupting their workflow.
Minimalistic screens – Provide a clean look and delineation of
personal space yet promote interaction.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Compose Beam uses many of the same components and visually
harmonizes with both Compose® and Compose Connections™ as part
of Haworth’s Integrated Palette. All surface materials and finishes that
can be applied to Compose and Compose Connections can be applied
to Compose Beam, offering the choice to seamlessly blend into the
environment or create a focal point.

To learn more, visit haworth.com.

